Program of events dedicated to the 75th Anniversary of establishing higher education for people with special needs in Russia
December, 3-4
Bauman Moscow State technical university

December, 2, Wednesday

14.00-18.00 Presentation of common PEN-Russia project to PEN - International leaders
(Appearance of its readiness to be represented (December, 3) to Federal and Regional Legislative Assemblies deputy members, governmental officials, representatives of the Russian President's Administration as a model or a pilot project should be included into Federal program of education development)

December, 3, Thursday
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Grand Hall for Cultural events
Education-laboratory building, Rubtsovskaya nabereznaya, 2/18

8.45-9.30 a.m. Breakfast (dinning room ELB, 2 or 3 floor)

9.30 - 10.00 Registration of participants (foyer of Grand Hall). Handing over a paper-bag with information materials and attributes.

10.00 - 12.30 Grand Opening of the celebration of 75th Anniversary of establishing higher education for people with special needs in Russia Performance of a national anthem of Russian Federation (four students with disabilities).

Opening address: Igor B. Fedorov, Rector of BMSTU, deputy-chairman of the organization committee
Greetings and speeches of honorary guests and organization committee’s members on organization and carrying out of events dedicated to the 75th Anniversary of establishing higher education for people with special needs in Russia:

- Andrey A. Fursenko, minister of education and science of RF образования и науки Российской Федерации (chairman of the organization committee).
- Representative of Administration of the President of Russian Federation;
- Representative of government of Russian Federation;
- Representative of a Committee of a Federation of the Federal Assembly of Russian Federation on social policy and health protection
- Representative of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of Russian Federation
- Representative of the Ministry of health protection and social development of Russian Federation
- Representatives of Federal agency on education
• Representatives of Federal agency on science and innovations.
• Sadovnichiy V.A., Chairman of Russian union of rectors, the rector of Lomonosov Moscow state university
• Representatives of Moscow government
• Representatives of public-service organization of people with disabilities инвалидов (all-Russian public-service organization of the deaf people, all-Russian public-service organization of the blind people, all-Russian public-service organization of people with disabilities)
• Representative of Russia student union.

Bestowal of BMSTU Rector Fedorov with USA medal (Dr. James DeCaro, director of PEN-International).

12.30-14.00 Lunch (dinning room at the ELB)

International Forum фо́ру́м «Universities in aspect of the social policy towards people with disabilities – an integration through an education»
Conference –hall at the ELB, Rubtsovskaya nabereznaya, 2/18

14.00-18.00 Plenary session (presenter – Alexander G. Stanevskiy, director of the Center on deafness at BMSTU).
Opening of the Plenary session. OIgor B. Fedorov, Rector of BMSTU:

Greetings and speeches of welcome of honorary guests:
Representative of Russian academy of science
Representative of Russian academy of the education.
Representative of the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation
Representative of Federal agency on education
Representative of Federal bureau of medical and social examination of the Ministry of Health and social development of Moscow
Rectors of those Russian higher education institutions that educate people with disabilities
Rectors of those Foreign higher education institutions that educate people with disabilities (Japan, China, USA)

Concluding remarks: Igor B. Fedorov., BMSTU Rector

December 4, Friday
International Forum фо́ру́м «Universities in aspect of the social policy towards people with disabilities – integration through education»
Grand Hall, Conference –Hall and other auditpriums at ELB, Rubtsovskaya nabereznaya, 2/18

9.00-9.30 Registry of participants according to sections. Handing out the information materials and attributes (lobby of the Grand Hall).

9.00-9.30 Breakfast for Forum participants (lobby of the Grand Hall).
9.30-12.30 Working at sections.

Section I. «Competition of team projects and creative works of the students and the pupils» (presenter – professor V.I. Matveev, vice-rector of BMSTU on economics and innovations; Баумана.).

Participants: the students and the pupils of Russian and Moscow higher education institutions and schools as well as Foreign education institutions.

Welcome speeches to Competition participants.

Projects' Competition

Appreciation of projects by judges team

Competition summing-up. Bestowal of winners.

Subject «round table» with elements of work-shops с элементами мастер-классов (with participation of students with disabilities and representatives of youth organizations).

Videoconference for students and pupils with disabilities.

9.30-12.30 Section II. An International Conference «Actual problems of Employment and Job Placement of graduates of higher professional education programs for people with disabilities» (presenter – professor, academician Lubov P. Khrapylina., moderator – Anna P. Avdeeva, psychologist, Ph.D).

Speeches of Russian and Foreign participations, including Bauman University Deaf Alumni as well as Alumni with disabilities of other Russian higher education institutions.

«Round table» with participation of Alumni with disabilities from Russian and Moscow higher education institutions

Subject workshops on problems of Employment and Job Placement of Alumni with disabilities (with participation of Russian and Foreign specialists).

9.30-12.30 Section III. «The First International science and practice seminar of interpreters from Moscow education institutions, devoted to a memory of Diana N. Stopanovskaya» (presenter- Valery N. Rukhledev chairperson of all-Russia public-serve organization for the deaf people; moderator- Vladimir Z. Bazoev, chairman of Moscow City public- organization for the deaf)

Speeches of Russian and Foreign specialists.

Workshops of Russian and Foreign specialists in the field of support of education and rehabilitation programs on topic: «Communicative aspects of an integration into profession community»; «Special communication as technology of higher professional education» and others.

9.30-12.30 Section IV. «Collaboration of universities in the field of higher professional education of people with disabilities» (presenter – Alexander G. Stanevskiy., director of BMSTU Center on Deafness).
Topics:
- Scientific researches in the field of information and communication education technology for people with disabilities.
- Legal, rehabilitation, psychology-pedagogical, social, technological, organization and methods aspects of the integrated continuous multilevel higher professional education and postgraduate education for people with disabilities.
- Rehabilitation services in the field of integrated continuous multilevel higher professional education and postgraduate education for people with disabilities.
- Preliminary preparation of people with disabilities for the higher professional education
- Before university, additional and post-university education programs.
- International cooperation of universities in the field of higher professional education for people with disabilities

12.30-14.00 Lunch

14.00-18.00 Plenary session.
   Speeches of section’s presenters with section’s summing-up and with reading suggestions to be included into a Summarized Forum Resolution.

18.00-18.45 Light evening meal

19.00-21.00 Festive concert (Grand Hall for cultural events at ELB).